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          Product:

PDFTron SDK

Product Version:

@pdftron/pdfnet-node": “^9.2.0-1”

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

developed the project on Mac, run it on windows shows addon.node error

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Based on this sample:
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I have developed a node.js server to perform text extraction. everything works fine until I try to run “node index.js” on my windows laptop and it shows an error:

addon: ‘Error: \\?\D:\NodeJsServer\node_modules\@pdftron\pdfnet-node\lib\addon.node is not a valid Win32 application.\r\n’ +

‘\\?\D:\NodeJsServer\node_modules\@pdftron\pdfnet-node\lib\addon.node’

My node version is v12.18.0

windows 11 Home  64-bit OS.

I tried to upgrade my Node.js to v14 and v16 but still showing same error.

Please help
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDFTron SDK Demo/Trial for Cross-Platform (Core) - Common questions
	Searching PDF documents with Cross-Platform (Core) Library
	Convert to PDF inside Windows service on Cross-Platform (Core) - Ensuring filesystem access
	Code samples to create / generate PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Class HTML2PDF
	Class Optimizer
	Class PDFNet - SetConnectionErrorHandlingMode(PDFNet.ConnectionErrorHandlingMode)

Forums:	Can PDFNet split PDF, add bookmars, new content?
	Annotations Saving mechanism
	How do I add a watermark to a page?
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          Our SDK is a native binary

Linux   : libPDFNetC.so

macOS   : libPDFNetC.dylib

Windows :PDFNetC.dll

I suspect you are copying over your mac package, which just has the dylib, but to run on windows you need the DLL.
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          yes I developed my project on Mac and then push to the github.  After I pull it to my windows laptop it shows error. Do I need to reinstall any packages?
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          Yes, I believe when you install NPM pulls the correct binary.

Perhaps there is a way to force NPM to install additional binaries, so that just checking out works.
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          thank you. Run “npm install” and the same error still shows. In the end I fix it by deleting the whole node_module folder and running “npm install” again
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